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A generalized Bezout operator (Bezoutian) for a pair of operator polynomials is 
introduced and its kernel is described in terms of common spectral data of the 
underlying polynomials. The location of the spectrum of an operator polynomial 
with compact spectrum with respect to the unit circle (intinitedimensional version 
of the Schur-Cohn problem) is expressed via the inertia of a suitable Bezoutian. An 
application to the geometric dichotomy problem for difference equations with 
operator coefficients is given as well. 
If a(A) = Cf=oaiAi is a scalar polynomial (with real coefftcients), the 
well-known Schur-Cohn problem consists in describing the location of the 
zeros of a(A) relative to the unit circle. This classical problem applies, in 
particular, to stability of finite difference equations. One of the methods of 
solving this problem relies on a reduction to inertia properties of the Bezout 
matrix B(u, a,), where a,(A) = l’a(A-‘) (see [6, 18, 4, 51). Recall that for 
two scalar polynomials U(A) = cf=, UiAi, b(i) = Cr!,-, b,A’ (m & I) with 
complex coefftcients the Bezout matrix (Bezoutian) &a, b) is defined as the 
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matrix B(a, 6) = [Y~]$‘~, where the entries Y,j are determined from the 
equality cf,yL, Yijl p”’ = (A -p)-’ (a(d) b(~) - a(,~) b(1)). A basic property 
of the Bezoutian, which is used in solving the Schur-Cohn and other 
problems, is that the nullity of B(u, b) is equal to the degree of the greatest 
common divisor of a(J) and b(L). 
In this paper we define a Bezout operator for polynomials with operator 
coefficients. We extend the basic property to this case, and apply it for 
solving an infinite-dimensional version of the Schur-Cohn problem. An 
application to a geometric dichotomy problem for difference equation with 
operator coefficients is given as well. 
All Hilbert spaces in this paper are over C and separable, and all 
operators are assumed to be linear and bounded. For an operator polynomial 
N(1) = Jj’-& AiN,, where NJ are operators acting in a fixed Hilbert space H, 
the spectrum of N is X(N) = {A E C ] N(A) is not invertible}. 
Let Li(J) and L(A) be given operator polynomials acting in H with 
compact Z&i) and Z(L). Further, let M(h) and M,(A) be operator 
polynomials with compact spectrum as well, such that the equality 
4(4L,@)=~ww)~ LEC (1) 
holds. Now define the Bezout operator’ (or Bezoutian) B,,,,,&, L,) of L 
and L, (associated with M, M,) as the operator [T~~]&$‘-‘: H’+ Hm, 
where Cy!;’ Cf:A riin’,u’ = (A -,u-’ [M;(A) L,(p) -M(A) L(D)]. Here 1 
(resp. m) is the maximum of the degrees of L and L, (resp. of M and M,). In 
the matrix case (dim H < co) this notion has been introduced in [ 1, 21 and 
studied in [ 191. It is clear that existence of M, and M satisfying (1) means 
that L, and L have a left common multiple in the class of operator 
polynomials with compact spectrum. In the matrix case such a left common 
multiple exists always; in contrast this is not the case when H is infinite 
dimensional (see [ 171, where some sufficient conditions are also given). 
For our purposes the Bezoutian B = B,;+*(L, L,) generated by the 
following equality is important. 
&+&A~) L,(J) = J%(J) L(A), (2) 
where the operator polynomial N&(13) is defined as Nz(IZ) = n’(N(X-‘))* (as 
usual, A * is the adjoint operator for A). With the aid of this Bezoutian we 
are able to solve the operator version of the Schur-Cohn problem. It turns 
out that the operator B, = [6i,,-,+,l]f,j=1 . B is self-adjoint (here 6 is the 
Kronecker index), and, under certain conditions, the inertia of B, with 
respect to the imaginary axis determines the inertia properties of L(A) with 
respect to the unit circle (see Theorem 10 for exact statement). In the matrix 
case such result has been proved in [ 191. As a corollary we obtain, for 
example, the following test for stability of operator polynomials. 
’ See note added in proof preceding References. 
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Let L and L, be operator polynomials with compact spectrum of degree I 
such that the equality (2) holds. Assume that L has invertible leading 
coeficient, z(L) n {A II1[= 1) = 0, L I(O) = Z and the polynomials L and L , 
are relatively coprime (i.e., the spectrum of their greatest right common 
divisor is empty). Assume further that Im B, is closed. Then the spectrum of 
L is inside the unit circle if and only if (Box, x) 2 0 for every x E H’. 
The proof of the result described in the preceding paragraph uses, in 
particular, description of the kernel of Bezout operator. It turns out that the 
Bezout operator preserves the basic property of the Bezoutian of scalar 
polynomials. Namely, Ker B,, JL, L ,) can be expressed explicitly in terms 
of the common spectral data of L and L, , which amount essentially to the 
spectral data of a greatest right common divisor of L and L, (note that a 
greatest common divisor in the class of operator polynomials with compact 
spectrum exists always; see Section 1 below). To this end we use, in 
particular, the relation between the Bezout operator and an operator 
generalization of the Sylvester resultant matrix. 
The results of this paper rely on the recent devlopments in the theory of 
analytic operator functions and, in particular, operator polynomials (see 
[ 1%171). In the first section we present the necessary notions and results 
from this theory. The main theorem on Bezoutian of operator polynomials is 
formulated in Section 2, and its proof is given in the third section. The fourth 
section is devoted to an infinite-dimensional version of the Schur-Cohn 
problem, and in the last section an application to the geometric dichotomy 
problem is given. 
We denote by A 4 B the direct sum of two (closed) subspaces A and B (so 
in this case A n B = (0) and the sum of A and B is closed). The range of an 
operator A is denoted Im A. (Left) invertibility of an operator means 
existence of a bounded (left) inverse. The notation col(Z,)f= a (a < /I) stands 
for the array of operators 
1, PRELIMINARIES 
Let H be a separable (complex) Hilbert space (which will be fixed 
throughout the paper). A pair of operators A: G --t G, C: G + H, where G is 
a separable Hilbert space, is called admissible pair with base G, if the 
operator col(CA’)f:i is left invertible for some 1. 
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important examples of admissible pairs are spectral pairs for operator 
polynomials with compact spectrum, which are defined as follows (see [ 161). 
Let L(A) = ~~=0 A/L, be an operator polynomial acting in H (so L, : H --) H 
are operators), for which the spectrum Z(L) = {k E C ( L(A) is not invertible} 
is compact. An admissible pair (C, A) is called a spectral pair for L if the 
following holds: 
(ii) L(C,A) Ef cjZO L,CA/ = 0; 
(ii) if (C,, A,) is an admissible pair such that L(C,, A ,) = 0, then 
there exists a left invertible operator S: G, + G (where G (resp. G,) is a base 
of (C, A) (resp. (C,, A,))) such that 
c, = cs, SA, = AS. (3) 
Condition (ii) expresses a maximality property of (C, A). If (3) holds for 
admissible pairs (C,, A,) and (C, A) with left invertible S, we say that 
(C,, A,) is a restriction of (C, A), or (C, A) is an extension of (C,, A,). 
In finite-dimensional case (dim H < co) a spectral pair for a matrix 
polynomial can be constructed in terms of eigenvalues and corresponding 
eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors (see, e.g., [ 1 l] for more detail). 
We have the following existence and uniqueness result for spectral pairs 
(cf. [ 161; the assertion about Z(L) follows from Corollary 4.3 in [ 151). 
THEOREM 1. For every operator polynomial L(A) with compact spectrum 
there exists a spectral pair, which is unique up to similarity: tf (CT,, A,) and 
(C,, A,) are two such spectral pairs then C, = C,S, SA, = A,S for some 
invertible operator S. Moreover, Z(L) = a(A) for any spectral pair (C, A) 
OfL. 
In fact, the class of all spectral pairs for operator polynomials with 
compact spectrum coincides with the class of all admissible pairs: every 
admissible pair is a spectral pair for certain polynomials with compact 
spectrum (Theorem 7.1 in [ 171). 
We shall need the following property of spectral pairs for operator 
polynomials: the index of stabilization 
ind(C, A) = min{f > 1 ) col(CA’):~; is left invertible} (4) 
of the spectral pair (C, A) of an operator polynomial L(J) with compact 
spectrum does not exceed the degree I of L(A) (see [2 I, 131). If the leading 
coefficient of L(A) is an invertible operator, then ind(C, A) is exactly 1, and 
moreover the operator col(CA’)~:~ is invertible (see [ 121). 
A spectral pair of an operator polynomial L(J) which corresponds to a 
bounded open set G? c C such that Z(L) n n c B is defined as an admissible 
pair (C,, A,) with L(C,, A,) = 0 and a(A,) c 8, and every other 
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admissible pair with these properties is a restriction of (C,, A,). Existence 
and uniqueness (up to similarity) of a spectral pair corresponding to $2 is 
proved in [15]. 
We pass now to the notions of common restrictions and common 
extensions of admissible pairs which are intimately related to the common 
divisors and common multiples of operator polynomials with compact 
spectrum (see [ 171; in finite-dimensional case [ 11 I). An admissible pair 
(C, A) is a greatest common restriction of admissible pairs (C,, A,),..., 
(GA,) if (CA) is a restriction of each (Ci, Ai), and if (C’,A’) is a 
restriction of each (C,, Ai) then (C’, A’) is a restriction of (C, A). 
The following result is established in [ 171 (see Theorems 5.1 and 2.1 
there). 
THEOREM 2. For any jinite set of admissible pairs there exists a greatest 
common restriction, which is unique up to similarity. 
In contrast with common restriction, a common extension of a finite set of 
admissible pairs does not always exist (see Sect. 6 in [ 171). If, however, a 
common extension exists, we have the following property of a greatest 
common restriction. 
THEOREM 3. Let (C, , A ,) and (C,, AI) be admissible pairs for which a 
common extension (c,J) exists, and let m be the index of stabilization of 
(c,J) (defined as in (3)). Then 
Im(col(C,Af)f:d) n Im(col(C,Ai)f::) = Im(col(CA’)y:j) (5) 
for every integer p > m, where (C, A) is a greatest common restriction of 
tC,,A,) and (C,,A,). 
Proof: We can assume (Ci, A,) = (CIM,, A”,,,.,,), i = 1,2, where M, and M, 
are J-invariant subspaces. One can show (cf. the proof of Theorem 5.1 in 
[ 171) that (C, A) is similar to (CIM, x,,), where M = M, n M,. 
The inclusion 1 in (5) is clear. Let us prove the opposite inclusion. Let 
for some x E M, , y E M,. Then x - y E Ker col(C$)+‘:i . But col(CJ’)f:d 
is left invertible; so x = y E M, n M,, and z E Im col(~(~,,)‘)q:d. I 
As in iinite-dimensional case (see [ 11 I), the divisibility of operator 
polynomials with compact spectrum can be expressed in terms of restrictions 
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of their spectral pairs. Namely, for two such polynomials L, and L,, the 
polynomial L, is a right divisor of L, (by this we mean that the quotient 
L,(J) Ll(J)-’ is analytic in C) if and only if the spectral pair of L, is a 
restriction of the spectral pair of L, (Theorem 1.2 in [ 171). An operator 
polynomial M(rl) with compact spectrum is a right greatest common divisor 
of L,(A),..., L,(2) if M(A) is a right divisor of each Li(n), i = I,..., r, and any 
operator polynomial N(J) with compact spectrum which is a right divisor of 
each L,(2), i = l,..., r, is in turn a right divisor of M(J). Taking into account 
Theorem 2, we obtain the following. 
THEOREM 4. A finite set of operator polynomials with compact spectrum 
always has a greatest right common divisor which is uniquely defined up to 
multiplication from the left by an analytic and invertible (in C) operator 
function. 
Operator polynomials L i,..., L, with compact spectrum have a left 
common multiple, i.e., for some operator polynomials M,(l),..., M,(J) with 
compact spectrum the equalities M,(1) L,(2) = .a- = M,(J) L,(J) hold if and 
only if the spectral pairs of L, ,..., L, have a common extension. 
2. BEZOUTIAN AND ITS KERNEL 
Denote by (CS) the class of all operator polynomials with compact 
spectrum whose coefficients are operators H+ H. Let L(A), L 1(2) E (CS) be 
operator polynomials with a left common multiple, so M,(J) L ,(,I) = 
M(A) L(A) for some M,(1), M(;I) E (CS). Let I (resp. m) be a fixed integer 
greater than or equal to the degree of L(2) and L,(J) (resp. of M(A) and 
M*(A))- 
It will always be assumed 1, m > 1. The operator 
where 
I-1 m-l 
c c r,n’pj = 
j=O i=O 
& w,(~>LI01)--M(~)uP)l 
is called the Bezoutian of L and L, (with respect to M, and M). 
Let Li, Li” (resp. Mi, Mi”) be the coefficients of the polynomials L(A), 
L,(J) (resp. M(J), M,(J)). The following formula, which for matrix 
polynomials has been established in [19], holds for any admissible pair 
(Z q: 
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where 
L(X, T) = i L,XT”, L,(X, T) = i Lj:“XT’. 
i=O i=O 
Consider the operator polynomial L,(A) = I’L(I,-‘) = CjEo l’L,-j. This 
polynomial does not necessarily have a compact spectrum; however, the set 
o(L,) = {A E C 1 L,(A) is not invertible} 
splits into two parts: the point 0 and points outside the disc 1 A I< 6 for some 
6 > 0 (if L, is invertible, then 0 6$ a(L,)). The spectral pair at infinity of 
L(A) is, by definition, the spectral pair of L, corresponding to the open disc 
111 < 6 (in particular, o(T’) = (0) for such a pair (X’, T’)). 
THEOREM 5. Let L(A), L,(A), M(A), M,(k) be operator polynomials with 
compact spectrum such that 
M,(A)L,@) =M@)W)- (7) 
Then 
where (X0, To) is the spectral pair of a greatest right common divisor of L, 
and L, and (X,, T,) is the greatest common restriction of the spectral pairs 
at injkity of L, and L. In particular, if at least one of the operator 
polynomials L, and L is of degree 1 with invertible leading coeficient then 
Ker BMM,+,(L, L ,) = Im col(X, TL)f:t. 
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The existence of the greatest right common divisor of L, and L is ensured 
by Theorem 4. Note that (X0, TO) is in fact the greatest common restriction 
of the spectral pairs of L, and L (cf. Theorem 1.2 in [ 171). 
In finite-dimensional case (dim H < co) Theorem 5 was proved in [ 191; in 
this case the dimension of Im col(X,T’,)~:~ is just the degree of the deter- 
minant of a greatest right common divisor of L, and L (see [ 11 I). 
The proof of Theorem 5 is lengthy and is given in the next section. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 5 
We start with some preliminary considerations. 
For operator polynomials L,(A) = z)=, AjLl,, i = l,..., r, define the 
resultant operator 
R,(L, ,‘.., L,) = :Hq-tHS 
(here q > max, 1, ; s = rq - xi ZJ. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let L 1 ,..., L, be operator polynomials with compact 
spectrum of degrees less than or equal to 1 , ,..., I,, respectively. Assume 
L , ,..., L, have a left common multiple (also with compact spectrum). Let 
(X,, TF) (resp. (X,, T,)) be the greatest common restriction of the spectral 
pairs (resp. spectral pairs at infinity) of L, ,..., L,. Then there exists an 
integer q(L, ,..., L,) > max, I, such that for each q > q(L, ,..., L,) the following 
representation holds: 
Ker R,(L, , L, ,..., L,) = Im col(X, T$-‘)T=, i Im col(X, ~Zi)~=, . 
Here a spectral pair at infinity of L,(1) is just the spectral pair of the 
operator polynomial J’iL,(A-‘) corresponding to a small disc ]A] < 6. 
The proof of Proposition 6 is essentialy the same as in the finite- 
dimensional case (see [9, pp. 54-611). We only note that instead of 
Theorem 2.5 from [8] used there one should apply Theorem 3 above (at this 
point we need the assumption about the existence of a left common multiple). 
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We prove Theorem 5 in four steps. Assume first that the polynomials L(J) 
and M,(J) are manic (i.e., with leading coefficient I) and that L,(O) is inver- 
tible. In equality (6) let (X, T) be the spectral pair of L(A). Then L(X, T) = 0 
and 
M:” . . . Mf$ 
X 
XT 
= . * kn+dL,) 
MC’ 0 xTm+l-I 
X 
XT I-1 XT’-’ 
Since Mz’ = I and col(XT’)~:~ is invertible, we have 
Ker B,,,,,(L,L,)=col(XT’)~:~ IKerR,+, col(XT’)~!‘~-‘1. 
So, in view of Proposition 6, 
Ker B,,,(L, L,) = (col(XT’)~~~x) col(XT’)~!!,,-’ x E Im col(X, T’;)y=‘,‘-‘), 
where (X, , T,) is a spectral pair for L, . 
Note that L, and L have a common multiple of degree m + 1, so (X, T) 
and the spectral pair (X, , T,) of L, have a common extension with index of 
stabilization <m+l. Hence by Theorem 3 col(XT’)~=;‘- ’ x E 
Im col(X, T{)y!‘i-’ if and only if col(XT’)j’_+,‘-’ x E Im col(X,, T’,)jY!i’,‘-‘. 
Thus 
Ker B,w,,,(L, L,) = {col(Xr’)~:~x 1 col(XT’)~=‘+,‘-’ x E Im COI(X,T~)~~?,,-‘}, 
and the inclusion I> in (8) follows. Assume now that 
col(XT’)(::, x = col(X,T;);,)I=;y (9) 
for some x and y. Since (X0, To) is a restriction of (X, T), we can assume 
&,=X,o, To = T,,, where @ is a T-invariant subspace. Then 
col(X, Ti)i~Ay = col(XT’)~:~ y (v E a). Equality (9) now implies x = y, 
and consequently, 
col(XTi)yz+;- ’ x = col(X, T;);!+; - ’ y, 
which proves the inclusion c in (8). 
Assume now that L and M, are manic but the constant term of L,(A) is 
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not necessarily invertible. Choose a E C such that the polynomial L,,(A) = 
L,(J + a) has invertible constant term. Then rewrite (7) in the form 
M*&> L,&) = M,(J) U~h (10) 
where N,(n) = iV(1+ a) for an operator polynomial N(A). Applying the 
already proved part of the theorem for (10) we obtain x0, 
KerB,=Im [ 1 i , X T’-’ Oa Oa 
where (X0,, T,,,) = (X0, To - cd) is the greatest common restriction of the 
spectral pairs of L, and of L1,, and B, = BMMIaM,(La, L,,). Since (see [ 191) 
B = U(m’BM,,M(L, L,) U:“r’, n a (11) 
where ULk’ = [(j) ai-il]&lo (‘t I is assumed (i) = 0 for j < i), we have 
Ker BY,,M(L, L,) = 172)‘~) Ker B, = Im col(X, Ti-‘):=, . 
So the assertion of the theorem follows for this case of manic L(I) and 
M,(A), and then also for the case of L(A) and M,(1) with invertible leading 
coefficients. 
Proceeding to the case of L(A) and M,(II) with invertible constant term, we 
rewrite Eq. (7) as 
where N,(A) stands for the polynomial nkZV(A-‘), and k = I if N= L or 
N=L,; k=m if N=M or N=M,. 
Using the already proved part of the theorem, we have 
KerBM,,,M, (L,,LI,)=Imcol(~o~~-L)f~,, (12) 
where (fo, To) is the greatest common restriction of the spectral pairs of L, 
and L,,. Observe that (cf. [ 191) 
B M,,,M,(Lco,Lloo)=-PmB~,,,(L,,L)P,, 
where Pk= [~i,k-j+,~]~,j=,. 
Hence Ker BM,M(L, L,) = P,(Ker BY,,,M,(Loo, L,,)) and from (12) it 
follows that 2 p-1 0 0 
Ker BM,,,(L, L,) = Im [ 1 i . (13) 20 
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Since L , , L have compact spectrum, the spectral pairs (Y, , F,) and (Y, F) of 
L ,m and L,, respectively, can be decomposed as follows: (Y, , F,) = 
([Ylo, &,,l, ho 0 &,I; O’, F) = ([Y,, Y,], F. 0 f’,), where df’,,) = 
u(Foo) = (O), F,, and F, are invertible. Consequently, 
(XJ q)) = ([KJo 3 20, 1, Go 0 G,, ). 
where (J?Oo, F,,,,) is the greatest common restriction of (Y,,. F,,) and 
(Yo9 Fo’o>, and <go,, FO,) is the greatest common restriction of (Y,, , FIK,) 
and (Y,, F,). It is easily seen that (d,, , F,,h,) is similar to (X,,, T; ‘) (see 
the definition of (X,, T,) in Theorem 5). Hence (13) gives 
2 p-1 2 p’ 
00 00 occ 








X T’-’ 0 0 
It remains to prove that the sum in (8) is direct. To this end it is sufficient to 
check that 
But this follows from the equality 
Im col(Y,Fb)i;;n Im col(Y,F’,)f:A = (0). 
which in turn is a consequence of the invertibility of the operator col( YF)::: 
(recall that L, has degree 1 and an invertible leading coetficient). 
Consider now the general case. There exists a E G such that L(a) and 
M,(a) are invertible. Put L,(A) = L(;1+ a), M,(A) = M(l f a), Ml,(A) = 
M,(A + a), L,,(A) = L,(il + a). Then L, and M,, have invertible constant 
terms and M,,(A) Ll,@) = M,(A) L,(A). By the already proved part of the 
theorem, 
Ker B M,nM,@a, L,,) = Im 
X0, 
x0, Toa 
i i x T’-’ Oa Oa 
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where (X,,,, T,,,) is the greatest common restriction of the spectral pairs of 
L,, and L,, and K,,, T,,) is the greatest common restriction of the 
spectral pairs at infinity of L,, and L,. Using (11) again, we obtain 
Ker BMMIM(L, L,) = Im 
&Do, + (XI)‘-’ 
It is easily seen that the pair (X,,,, To, + cxl) is just the greatest common 
restriction of the spectral pairs of L and L, . So it remains to show that 
(14) 
To this end we employ the following lemma. 
LEMMA 7. Let (Y, F) be the spectral pair oJan operator polynomial L(A) 
at infinity. Then (Y, F(Z - aF) - ’ ) is the spectral pair of the polynomial 
L,(A) = L (A + a) at infinity. 
This is the infinite-dimensional version of Proposition 1.2 in [ 141. 
Proof: As in the proof of Proposition 1.2 in [ 141 it is shown that if an 
admissible pair (2, G) satisfies 
c L,ZG’-’ = 0 
j=O 
(here L, are the coefficients of L(A)) and o(G) = (0) then 
$ Lja Y(W - cd?) - I)‘+ = 0, 
j=o 
where Ljp are the coefficients of L,. Using this observation we shall check 
that the pair (Y, F(Z- ~3)~‘) satisfies the properties: 
(i) CjEo LJa Y(F(Z- aF)-‘)‘-J = 0; 
(ii) col(YFj(Z - aF)-j)j’!!;’ is left invertible for some m; 
(iii) every other admissible pair of operators (Y’, F’) which satisfies 
(i) and such that o(F’) = {0} is a restriction of (Y, F(Z - aF)- I). 
The first property is immediate in view of the above remark. The second 
property follows from the easily verified equality , 
Uk!“’ col(YF’(Z - aF)-‘)r=;’ (Z - aF)m-l = col(YF’-I)?!, , (15) 
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where U$” is as in (11) taking into account this left invertibility of 
col(YF’-‘);“,, for some m. Assume now zZO Lj=Y’F”-j = 0 for some 
admissible pair (Y’, F’) with o(P) = (0). Then 
C Lj Y’(F’(1 + aF’)-‘)I-j = 0. 
/=o 
In view of equality (15), the pair (Y’, F’(I + aF’)- ‘) is admissible as well; 
so for some left invertible S we have Y’ = YS, SF’(I + aF’) -I = FS. But 
then F(I - aF)-’ S = SF’; so (Y’, F’) is a restriction of (Y, F(I - aF)-I). 
Go back to the proof of (14). From Lemma 7 it follows that we can 
assume 
(XCXXY Y T,,) = (X,, T,(I- aT,)-‘). 
But then (14) follows from (15), and Theorem 5 is proved completely. 
4. SCHUR-COHN PROBLEM 
Using the notion of a Bezoutian, we study in this section the location of 
the spectrum of an operator polynomial with compact spectrum relative to 
the unit circle (Schur-Cohn problem). 
We need some preliminaries. Denote n+ = (z E C ] Re z > O), n- = 
{zEC]Rez<O}, n,={zE@]Rez=O}. Given an operator A:H-+H, 
denote by MA the set of all triples of projectors (E,, E- ,E,) with the 
following properties: 
E,A = AE,, 4A ,E,H) = a, 3 q = 0, +, --; 
H=E+H/E-H/E,H. 
If the set MA is not empty, denote 
iy(A)=min{dimE,HJ(E+,E-,E,)EM,}; 
if(A) = sup{dim E,H 1 (E,, E-, E,) E MA}. 
the triple Inn(A) = {iy (A), i”_(A), if(A)} is the inertia of A (relative to 
n+ 9 flu, ql). 
Let d+=(zE@(]z]<l}, A-={zEC((z]> l}, d,={zEC(]z]=l). 
Replacing in the above detinition n, by A, (II = +, -, 0), we obtain the 
inertia In,(A) = {i”,(A), i!(A), it(A)} of A (relative to A + , A _ , A,). The 
following result holds (see [3, Theorem 4.81). 
409/103/l-l 
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THEOREM 8. Let C: H + H be an operator, and suppose 1 g o(C). There 
exists a self-adjoint operator G: H + H such that G - C*GC is positive 
definite and invertible if and only if o(C) n A,, = 0. In this case 
In,(C) = Inn(G). 
Let M(1) = C& AiMj be an operator polynomial (even not necessarily 
with compact spectrum), and let X: H, + H, T: H, -+ H, be a pair of 
operators, where H, is also a Hilbert space. Denote 
s= col(M(X, 7’) T’-I);=,, 
where M(X, T) = CJYO MjXTj. 
The next proposition is an infinite-dimensional generalization of 
Theorem 2.3 in [ 191. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let L,(n), L(2) be operator polynomials with compact 
spectrum of degree I, such that L,(O) = Z and 
LkJ@) L,(A) = G(J) L(l), (16) 
where L,(J) = n/L@-I), L,,(2) = 2’L,(1-‘), and M*(d) = (M(l))* for an 
operator polynomial M(i). Put B = BtYmL;(L, L,) and 
0 Z 
B, = (col(X, T;-I);=,)* [ 1 Z “. B(col(X, T;-‘)I= J, z 0 
where (X,, TL) is a spectral pair for L(1). Then 
B, - (Tf)‘B, T; = s*$ 
where 
g=col(L,(X,, T,) T;-‘);=,. 
The proof goes along the same lines as the proof of Theorem 2.3 in [ 191 
and therefore is omitted. 
For an operator polynomial M(I) with compact spectrum define its inertia 
{i+(M), i-(M), i,(M)} with respect to A+, A-, A,, as follows: 
i,(M) = it(T), v = +, -9 0, 
where T is taken from a spectral pair (X, 7) for M, provided In, T exists. 
The following theorem is the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 10. Let L,(2) and L(1) be operator polynomials with compact 
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spectrum of degree 1 such that L has invertible leading coefJicient, L , (0) = I, 
and 
Liw) LIP> = Jx~) L(A)- (17) 
Let L, be a greatest right common divisor of L and L, . Denote E = 
(A ] ]A] = 1; at least one of L(k) and L,(A) is not invertible}, and assume that 
the set {A’ ] J E Z} is not the whole of the unit circle. Assume that Im B is 
closed, where B = B,. , (L, L,). Then L and L, are invertible at every 
point on the unit circle:hLnd 
i+(L) = iy(P,B) + i+(L,), 
i-(L) = i!(P,B) + i-(L,), 
where P, = [c?~,,-~+ ,I]i,j,, . 
(18’1 
(18”) 
Note that equality (16) ensures that P,B is self-adjoin& and therefore, 
In,(P,B) exists (as follows from the spectral theorem for P,B). 
For scalar polynomials this is a classical result which goes back to 161, 
while the matrix version of Theorem 10 has been recently proved in [ 19 ] 
(Theorem 2.10). 
Proof: Let (X,+, T,) be a spectral pair for L(1), and let (&, ,r> be a 
spectral pair for L,. Since L, is a right divisor of L, the pair (&‘, ,r) is a 
restriction of (X,, TL) (see Section 1). Passing, if necessary, to an admissible 
pair which is similar to (X,, T,), we can assume that 
XL = IX, XL TL = T, 0 [ 1 T, T (19) 
for some X, , T, , T2, and the matrices in (19) are with respect to an 
orthogonal decomposition of the domain of T,. Write 
fL ‘%oI(X~T;-‘)~=~ = [x,,g]. 
By (6), P,Bz = 0. Consequently, the self-adjoint operator B, =def ,f:P,Bf! 
has the form 
B, = 
[ 
x’::P,B21 0 1 0 0’ (20) 
By Proposition 9 we have, denoting 3 = col(L 1 (X, , T,) TL- ‘)i =, : 
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Decompose s= [g, , $1, where 
Let us prove that .!?:g, is invertible. To this end it is sufftcient to check that 
Ker $, = (0) and Im s, is closed. Let 3, cp = 0 for some q; so g[ ; ] = 0. 
Formula (6) implies B col(X, Ti-‘)f=, [z] = 0, or Bf, cp = 0. So 
2, up E Ker B. Theorem 5 says that Ker B = Im col(@)f~~ (at this point we 
use the assumption that infinite spectral pairs of L and L, have empty 
common part). So R,u, E Im col(&)::~; but zL is invertible (because the 
leading coefficient of L is invertible), consequently rp = 0. 
We prove now that Im 3, is closed. It is sufficient to show that IIs, (011 > 
01 I] v, 1) for all o,, where Q > 0 is independent on rp. Suppose the contrary; then 
there is a sequence {cp,},“, , ]]rp,,/] = 1 such that s”, o,, + 0. Formula (6) 
implies Bg,rp, + 0. Since w, is left invertible, 112, on)] > y, > 0 for some y, 
independent on n. As zL = [gi, $1 is invertible, we have 
dist(g, (P,, , Im B > yz > 0 
for some y2 independent on n. Let V be a direct complement to Ker B = Im g 
in H’, and let P, be the projector on V along Ker B = Im g. Then 
II pvz V)n II2 73 > 0; (21) 
on the other hand, Bg’lcp, + 0 implies 
BP,X, q,, -+ 0. (22) 
But B,, is left invertible; so (21) and (22) are contradictory. 
We have proved that sT$, is invertible. Now 
l?*S = z!,*P,B& - T:’ . (fTP,B,i’,) . T; . 
The condition on B implies that I,, & a(Ti) U au’) for some 1, on the unit 
circle (see Theorem 1). So 1, & o(T,), Theorem 8 is applicable, and 
o(T:) n {unit circle} = 0, (23) 
In,(T:) = In,(~~P,B~l). (24) 
Because of (23), In,(T:) = In,(T,). Formula (20) implies iy(x;EP,BX,) = 
iy (B,); since zL is invertible we have iy (B,) = iy (P/B). So 
ii (T, ) = iz (P,B). (25) 
But 
i,(L) = it(TL) = id,(T,) + id,(J’) = it(T,) + i,(L,). 
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If both i+(L) and i+(L,) are inlinite, then (18’) is evident. If at least one of 
i+(L), i+(L,) is finite, then 
i”+(T) = i+(L) - i+(L,) > 0, (26) 
so in fact i+(L,,) must be finite, and (18’) follows from (25) and (26). The 
same argument establishes (18”). ! 
Observe that for an operator polynomial L(L) the operator function 
M(A) = /I -‘L:(A) L(A) is nonnegative definite on the unit circle. One can 
regard the equality (16) as a factorization of M(A); then it is a consequence 
from the generalized Fejer-Riesz theorem (see [7, 201). 
In connection with the definition of B given in Theorem 10 note that in 
general C(L) ~5 C(L,) for operator polynomials L and L, with compact 
spectrum, where L, is a right divisor of L (in contrast with the matrix case). 
However, if the set C\z(L) is connected, then Z(L) 2 Z&J (this follows 
from the equality z(L) = a(A), where A is a taken from the spectral pair 
(C.A) of L corresponding to R = 6; see Theorem 1). Hence E = 
WI= ww4 in case when C\,?JL) is connected. 
As a corollary from Theorem 10 one can obtain a result analogous to 
Theorem 10 which does not involve the notion of a greatest common divisor 
of L and L, . To this end replace in Theorem 10 E by (A ] ]A ] = 1 } n C(L) 
and the equalities (18’) and (18”) by the inequalities i+(L) > i: (P,B) and 
i_(L) 2 i!!(P,B), respectively. 
Consider now an important class of operator polynomials M(I) of the 
form 
m  
M(k) = x A’(a$ + kf,), 
i=O 
(27) 
where ai are complex numbers and Mi are compact operators (we assume 
dim H = 00). Denote by a,(A) the scalar polynomial CF!o Ajaj. For 
operator polynomials of this class the conditions on Im B and on E which 
appear in Theorem 10 amount to an easily checked condition on the 
polynomials a,(L) and al.,(A), as follows. 
COROLLARY 11. Let L,(A) and L(A) be operator polynomials with 
compact spectrum of the form (27) and of degree 1, su,ch that L,(O) = Z and 
the leading coeflcient of L is .invertible. Assume (17) holds. Zf aL(A) and 
a,,(n) have no common zeros, then L and the greatest right common divisor 
Lo of L and L, are invertible at every point on the unit circle, and equalities 
(18’), (18”) hold. 
ProoJ We have to check the conditions of Theorem 10. A general result 
on holomorphic functions whose values are compact operators (see 
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Theorem 1.5.1 in [lo]) implies that the spectrum Z(L) is at most countable. 
Taking into account the observation made after the proof of Theorem 10, we 
obtain that the set {A’ 11 E E} does not cover the whole unit circle. Further, 
the equality 
follows easily from (16) (in view of the particular form (27) of L and L,). 
Now, the Bezoutian B = BL;,,L;(L, L,) can be written in the form 
where @: H’+ H’ is compact and 2 = Bbk,a:,(a, b) is the I x I matrix. As 
invertibility of the operator B @ I : H’ -+ H’ is equivalent to that of B, we 
obtain that Im B is closed (even has finite codimension) provided the I x I 
matrix a is invertible. Finally, observe that the invertibility of B is equivalent 
to the relative primeness of the polynomials a(1) and b(J) (see [ 191). fl 
5. APPLICATION TO DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
Consider the difference equation 
A,Xi+,+A,-,Xi+,-, + **’ +AiJxi=O, i = 0, l,..., (28) 
where {xi}& is a sequence of vectors in a separable Hilbert space H, and 
Aj:H-+H,j=O, l,..,, 1, are operators. We shall assume that A, is invertible. 
Then a general solution {xi}& of (28) is uniquely determined by the initial 
vectors {x,}f:A E H’. We say that Eq. (28) admits geometric dichotomy if H’ 
can be decomposed into a direct sum of two subspaces M, and M- with the 
following property: there exists p, 0 < p < 1, such that every solution (Xi}~o 
of (28) with {xi}f:A E M, (resp. {xi}::: E M-\(O)) satisfies the inequalities 
](xi(( <pi (resp. ]lxil] >p-‘) for i large enough. The ordered pair (dim M,, 
dimM_) is the index of the geometric dichotomy. 
THEOREM 12. Let L,(A), L(A) = X:=0 A’A,, L,(d) and B = B,T,,~~ 
(L, L,) be as in Theorem 10. Then Eq. (28) admits geometric dichotomy with 
index 
(iy(P,B) + i+(L,), i!(P,B) + i-(&J), (29) 
where J’, = [Bi,,-j+ l]f,j=l. 
ProoJ It is not difficult to see that the general solution of (28) is given 
by the formula 
xi = XT’z, i = 0, I,..., (30) 
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where (X, T) is a spectral pair for the operator polynomial L(1) = Cfzo kjA, , 
and z is an arbitrary vector in the domain of T (see [ 121; note that because 
of the invertibility of A,, the operator col(XT’)f : A is invertible). By 
Theorem 10, the spectrum of T does not intersect the unit circle. The 
geometric dichotomy of (28) is given then by the subspaces M, = 
[co~(XT”)~:~],~+, where N, (resp. iV_) is the spectral subspace of T 
corresponding to the part of o(T) lying inside (resp. outside) the unit circle. 
Formula (29) follows again from Theorem 10. fl 
Analogously a result on geometric dichotomy of (28), which does not 
require the knowledge of the greatest common divisor L,, of L and L 1, can 
be derived using the appropriate corollary from Theorem 10 described in the 
preceding section. 
Assume now that the coefficients of Eq. (28) are of the form Ai = 
ail + K,, where ai E C and Ki are compact operators. Then one can obtain a 
result on geometric dichotomy of (28) by using Corollary 11 in place of 
Theorem 10. Namely, assuming L,(A) is an operator polynomial with 
compact spectrum of the form (27) such that L,(O) = Z and (17) holds, 
Eq. (28) admits a geometric dichotomy whose index is given by (29). 
Note added in proof. The notion of Bezoutian for manic operator polynomials was 
introduced independently in K. F. Clancey and B. A. Kon (The Bezoutian and the algebraic 
Riccati equation, Linear Algebra Appl., in press). 
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